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Cone silos D5,3 and D7,5

Using these installation instructions
This manual deals with fitting the round stock silo with an inner bottom cone, as well as the differences between 
the silos with 11 or 12 rows with respect to supporting and installing the lifting lugs of the roof.

The ventilated inner cones have air scales in the segment plates.  

This manual is an addition to the instructions:
408040 Round stock silos D5.3 and D7.5

Both manuals 408040 and 408155 are needed for assembly of the silos with bottom cone.

In this manual is presented “Installation of the normal-height cone”.

The same instructions apply to installation of the optional “low cone botton”.
Matalan kartiopohjan poikkeavuudet suhteessa normaalikartioon on esitetty tässä ohjeessa kappaleessa
”Low cone (special model) ”, (pages 37-47).

Operating principle of the silo with ventilated bottom

The grain in the silo can be cooled/vented by airflow during temporary storing of fresh grain after the harvesting. 
The silo can also be used for cooling or storing the grain. During ventilation of fresh grain, the grain layer should not 
be more than 5 rows highs, and its moisture content should not exceed 22 %. This ensures that the grain layer's 
permeability to air is sufficiently high.

The silo shall be filled in the centre the upper way.

The silo shall be emptied from the centre the lower way. A chain conveyor or a screw conveyor shall be used for 
emptying.

Important to remember - READ FIRST

1. After taking delivery, open the package and lift the superimposed wall and roof plates apart from each other in 
order to avoid oxidation. Perform the acceptance inspection in accordance with the packing list.

2. Follow the instructions carefully to ensure smooth and swift erection of the silo.
3. Remember to use sealing mastic. If the time from the delivery to the erection is long, store the mastic at an 

even temperature.
4. The topmost wall row and the roof are joined together by the top rim. The spacing of the holes at the seams 

must be 168 mm (see instructions 408040, page 16).
5. Follow carefully the assembly instructions for the roof. Note! Lifting lugs in the silos, which are 11 or 12 rows high.
6. Use only proper lifting gear that is in good condition for the lifting operations. Do not exceed the maximum allowed 

loads for the lifting gear. When using a crane, make sure it is suitable and inspected for the assembly work.
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Cone silos D5,3 and D7,5

Weight and dimensions of the silos

D5,3M 6th 
row

7th 
row

8th 
row

9th row 10th 
row

11th 
row

12th 
row

Weight (kg) (without cone) 2488 2941 3174 3654 4061 4502 4916

Height of wall jacket from foundation cast (mm) 6878 8014 9150 10286 11422 12558 13694

Height of ready-assembled silo from foundation cast (mm) 8090 9226 10362 11498 12634 13770 14906

Volume (with cone) 117 142 167 191 216 241 266

Weight of the cone (kg) 1250

D7,5M 6th 
row

7th 
row

8th 
row

9th row 10th 
row

11th 
row

12th 
row

Weight (kg) (without cone) 5032 5954 6480 7303 8099 9100 9650

Height of wall jacket from foundation cast (mm) 6878 8014 9150 10286 11422 12558 13694

Height of ready-assembled silo from foundation cast (mm) 8686 9822 10958 12094 13230 14366 15502

Volume (with cone) 227 278 330 381 432 483 534

Weight of the cone (kg) 2500

Foundation

The foundation of the silo with inner cone must be flat-bottomed. The foundation must not be elevated at its 
centre. The foundation must be plane and smooth(The deviation from level must not exceed ±3 mm). The 
thickness of the foundation grouting is determined by the size of the silo, and the characteristics of the soil at 
the building site. At a low-lying site, where presence of groundwater is likely to cause problems, we recommend 
raising the height of foundation by laying a sand bed, and concreting the foundation to as high as possible. The 
foundation of the silo must always be provided with ground frost insulation and subsoil drainage. For building 
permission and meeting other official regulations you need to contact your local building authority.

Erecting the stock silo

Check the contents of the delivery and compare it with the packing list immediately after taking delivery, and before 
starting the assembly. Advise the factory of any missing items.
The factory is responsible for correcting any defective/incomplete delivery, but it is not obliged to compensate any 
other costs incurred.

Note!
Read the instructions several times before starting the erection in order to memorize the names of the components 
and the assembly order. To avoid problems, carry out the assembly in stages as described below.
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Cone silos D5,3 and D7,5

Note!  
The conveyors, to be connected to the silo, must be taken into account, when selecting the location for the silo. 
The location of the silo is determined by the conveyor line. The conveyor line shall go symmetrically between the 
vertical supports of the silo jacket. (see drawings on pages 19, 21, 22).
It pays to install the support console of the cone A76071 in connection with making of the jacket in order to avoid 
the need to undo the bolts repeatedly (see drawings on pages 23 and 30).
The foot plates (A76102) to be attached to the lower surfaces of the vertical supports of the silo jacket, must be 
fixed to the vertical supports in connection with the assembly of the silo jacket. The silo must be lifted off from 
the foundation for installation of the foot plates (see page 32). The silo must not be attached to the concrete 
foundation until the assembly of the cone is completed. Staying in position of the silo, which has not yet been 
attached to the concrete foundation, should be ensured by tying the jacket down at appropriate intervals to e.g 
weights of concrete, using load-binding straps.

Pay particular attention to the round shape of the jacket, when assembling the silo jacket. The assembly of the 
conical part will be more difficult, if the shape of the jacket is oval.

Tools required for the assembly of the silo

Ring spanners of 17 and 19 mm
Socket wrench of 17 and 19 mm and a ratchet
Conical mounting punch (incl. in the delivery)
Drilling machine + Ø10 mm and Ø12 mm drill bits, and Ø16 and Ø5 mm rock-drill bits
Angle grinder + cut-off disc
Lift, that is suitable for the installation work

NOTE!
Tighten all the screws firmly to their prescribed tightness. The fastest way to tighten the bolts is to use a pneumatic 
turn-screw or a cordless drill.

M10 8.8 50 Nm
M10 10.9 65 Nm
M12 8.8 80 Nm
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Cone silos D5,3 and D7,5

A76092   698kg

Smaller components have been 
packed inside the manhole (7)

D5 Sector beams

Delivery packages of the conical parts

See  the content of the screw pack on page 9

Part Item ID Item name Pcs. Weight

1 A76066 VENT CONE SECTOR BEAM D5,3 M18 CE 14 16.21

2 A76067 VENT CONE LEG OUTER D5,3 M18 CE 14 11.95

3 A76068 VENT CONE LEG INNER D5,3 M18 CE 6 8.63

4 A76070 VENT CONE SUPPORT INNER D5,3 M18 CE 14 2.98

5 A76069 VENT CONE SUPPORT OUTER D5,3 M18 CE 14 4.88

6 A76071 VENT CONE SUPPORT CONSOLE D5,3 M18 CE 14 2.86

7 A75967 MANHOLE D7,5-D5,3 CE 1 38.71

8 A76072 VENT CONE HUB D5,3 M18 CE 2 7.19

9 504556 BIND 2-PARTS PIPE / PIPE D200 1 0.27

10 32767 GRAIN PIPE CHANGE PART D200/D250 1 1.51

11 408155 MANUAL CONE SILO D5,3-D7,5 M18 1 0.26

12 A76090 SCREW PACKAGE 5,3 INNER CONE M18 1 12.4

13 300410 SEAL MASS BUTYL LIGHT GREY 1 0

14 110530 NUT M6 ZN 8 DIN934 8 0
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Cone silos D5,3 and D7,5

A76093   761kg

Ventilated cone D5.3

Part Item Item Name Pcs. Weight

1 A74960 VENT CONE EDGE FRAMEWORK D5,3 D7,5 M14 6 4.62

2 A76065 VENT CONE SECTOR PLATE D5,3 M18 CE 14 42.94

3 A74907 VENT CONE AIR DUCT D7,5-D5,3  D630 1 16.57

4 32796 AIR DUCT FLEXIBLE PART D625-223 1 8.45

5 504591 AIR DUCT BAND D625 2 0.52

6 A74824 ROUND SILO ROOF OUTLET 250X300 M13 4 8.93

15 104243 SCREW HEX BALL HEAD 6X70 AM DIN912 8 0.02

16 42251 BIND 2-PARTS L / L D250 2 0.34

17 A76120 ROUND SILO AUGER COVER PLATE D5,3 D7,5 M18 1 2.4

18 22445 KNIFE SHUTTER D250X100 1 5.92

19 A76073 VENT CONE OUTLET D250 D5,3 M18 1 4.07
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Cone silos D5,3 and D7,5

A76099   689 kg

Inner cone D5.3

Part Item ID Denomination Pcs. Weight

1 A74960 ROUND SILO VENT BOTTOM EDGE STRIP D5.3 D7.5 M14 6 4.62

2 A76096 ROUND SILO CONE PLATE  D5.3 M18 CE 14 42.94
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Cone silos D5,3 and D7,5

Part IItem ID Item Name Quantity Unit
1 104259 COACH SCREW CUP HEAD 10X20 AM ISO 7380 10.9 642 pcs.
2 102210 BOLT HEX ZN 8.8 10X25 AM DIN933 215 pcs.
3 102499 BOLT HEX ZN 8.8 12X20 AM DIN933 300 pcs.
4 110570 NUT M12 ZN8 DIN934 300 pcs.
5 110560 NUT M10 ZN 8 DIN934 857 pcs.
6 107523 DRILL SCREW 6HEX 5,5X19 ZN DIN7504-K 200 pcs.
7 101810 BOLT HEX ZN 8.8 8X16 AM DIN933 84 pcs.
8 110540 NUT M8 ZN 8 DIN934 84 pcs.
9 102271 HEXAGON FLANGE BOLTS  10X30 ZN 8.8 DIN 6921 120 pcs.
10 111550 WASHER M 10 DIN125 ZN 480 pcs.

Screw pack A76090

-  Washers for the bolt connections of the manhole frame below the cone and the frame for the air inlet (on the 
inside and the outside the silo)

-  Washers for the bolt connections of the sealing strip A74960 to be installed on top of the cone (outside the 
silo, see page 33)
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Cone silos D5,3 and D7,5

A76094   1199kg

Sector beams D7.5

Part Item ID Item Name Pcs. Weight

1 A76077 VENT CONE SECTOR BEAM1 D7,5 M18 CE 20 12.18

2 A76078 VENT CONE SECTOR BEAM2 D7,5 M18 CE 20 13.77

3 A76079 VENT CONE LEG OUTER D7,5 M18 CE 20 12.91

4 A76080 VENT CONE LEG INNER D7,5 M18 CE 8 8.78

5 A76081 VENT CONE SUPPORT1 D7,5 M18 CE 40 2.68

6 A76083 VENT CONE SUPPORT3 D7,5 M18 CE 20 2.19

7 A76082 VENT CONE SUPPORT2 D7,5 M18 CE 20 4.67

8 A76071 VENT CONE SUPPORT CONSOLE D5,3 M18 CE 20 2.86

9 A76084 VENT CONE SUPPORT4 D7,5 M18 CE 10 3.14

10 A76085 VENT CONE SUPPORT5 D7,5 M18 CE 2 1.42
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Cone silos D5,3 and D7,5

A76095   1519kg

Ventilated cone D7.5

Smaller components have been 
packed inside the manhole (6)

Part Item ID Item Name Pcs. Weight

1 A76075 VENT CONE SECTOR PLATE1 D7,5 M18 CE 20 44.58

2 A76076 VENT CONE SECTOR PLATE2 D7,5 M18 CE 20 18.24

3 A74960 VENT CONE EDGE FRAMEWORK D5,3 D7,5 M14 9 4.62

4 A76087 VENT CONE OUTLET D250 D7,5 M18 1 4.04

5 A76086 VENT CONE HUB D7,5 M18 CE 2 6.11

6 A75967 MANHOLE D7,5-D5,3 CE 1 38.71

7 22445 KNIFE SHUTTER D250X100 1 5.92

8 32767 GRAIN PIPE CHANGE PART D200/D250 1 1.51

9 A74907 VENT CONE AIR DUCT D7,5-D5,3  D630 1 16.57

10 32796 AIR DUCT FLEXIBLE PART D625-223 1 8.45

11 504591 AIR DUCT BAND D625 2 0.52

12 A74824 ROUND SILO ROOF OUTLET 250X300 M13 5 8.93

13 A76120 ROUND SILO AUGER COVER PLATE D5,3 D7,5 M18 1 2.4

14 42251 BIND 2-PARTS L / L D250 2 0.34

15 104243 SCREW HEX BALL HEAD 6X70 AM DIN912 8 0.02

16 110530 NUT M6 ZN 8 DIN934 8 0

17 300410 SEAL MASS BUTYL LIGHT GREY 1 0

18 A76091 SCREW PACKAGE 7,5 INNER CONE M18 1 12.4

19 408155 MANUAL CONE SILO D5,3-D7,5 M18 1 0.26

20 504556 BIND 2-PARTS PIPE / PIPE D200 1 0.27

See the content of the screw pack on page 13
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Cone silos D5,3 and D7,5

Inner cone D7.5

A76100   1446kg

Smaller components have been 
packed inside the manhole (6)

Part Item ID Item Name Pcs. Weight

1 A76097 VENT CONE SECTOR PLATE1 D7,5 M18 CE 20 44.58

2 A76098 VENT CONE SECTOR PLATE2 D7,5 M18 CE 20 18.24

3 A74960 VENT CONE EDGE FRAMEWORK D5,3 D7,5 M14 9 4.62

4 A76087 VENT CONE OUTLET D250 D7,5 M18 1 4.04

5 A76086 VENT CONE HUB D7,5 M18 CE 2 6.11

6 A75967 MANHOLE D7,5-D5,3 CE 1 38.71

7 22445 KNIFE SHUTTER D250X100 1 5.92

8 32767 GRAIN PIPE CHANGE PART D200/D250 1 1.51

9 A76120 ROUND SILO AUGER COVER PLATE D5,3 D7,5 M18 1 2.4

10 42251 BIND 2-PARTS L / L D250 2 0.34

11 104243 SCREW HEX BALL HEAD 6X70 AM DIN912 8 0.02

12 110530 NUT M6 ZN 8 DIN934 8 0

13 300410 SEAL MASS BUTYL LIGHT GREY 1 0

14 A76091 SCREW PACKAGE 7,5 INNER CONE M18 1 12.4

15 408155 MANUAL CONE SILO D5,3-D7,5 M18 1 0.26

16 504556 BIND 2-PARTS PIPE / PIPE D200 1 0.27

See the content of the screw pack on page 13
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Cone silos D5,3 and D7,5

Part Item ID Item Name Quantity Unit
1 104270 COACH SCREW CUP HEAD 10X25 AM ISO 7380 10.9 1320 pcs.
2 102210 BOLT HEX ZN 8.8 10X25 AM DIN933 307 pcs.
3 102499 BOLT HEX ZN 8.8 12X20 AM DIN933 425 pcs.
4 110570 NUT M12 ZN8 DIN934 425 pcs.
5 110560 NUT M10 ZN 8 DIN934 1647 pcs.
6 107523 DRILL SCREW 6HEX 5,5X19 ZN DIN7504-K 300 pcs.
7 101810 BOLT HEX ZN 8.8 8X16 AM DIN933 105 pcs.
8 110540 NUT M8 ZN 8 DIN934 105 pcs.
9 102271 HEXAGON FLANGE BOLTS 10X30 ZN 8.8 DIN 6921 170 pcs.
10 111550 WASHER M 10 DIN125 ZN 530 pcs.
11 104272 COACH SCREW CUP HEAD 10X35 AM ISO 7380 10.9 22 pcs.

- Washers for the bolt connections of the manhole frame below the cone and the frame for the air inlet (on the inside and 
the outside the silo)

- Washers for the bolt connections of the sealing strip A74960 to be installed on top of the cone (outside the silo, see page 
33)

-  The contents of the bolt package A76091 is divided in four separate cartons

-  The bolts no. 11 "COACH SCREW CUP HEAD 10x35" are intended for intersections with four overlapping cone plates. 
(see the drawing)

Screw pack A76091
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Cone silos D5,3 and D7,5

ASSEMBLING THE SILO

Lifting lugs and outlet air joints
The outlet air joints shall be installed as soon as the first row has been assembled and the roof has been installed. 
The distance of the outlet joint from the edge is about 500 mm. Make a hole in the roof section plate, and drill holes 
of D9 fort the attachment bolts. Use the lower flange of the outlet air joint as a template. Attach the outlet air joint 
using M8 bolts and seal the joint with sealing adhesive.
Attach the lifting lugs at the joint of the silo roof and the wall element (see instructions 408040, round stock solos 
Fig.11). You must drill holes for the lugs.

NOTE! 
Silos with 11 or 12 rows must be fitted with twin-lugs. 
 
NOTE! Bolts for the lugs: cuå-headed coach screws M10 10.9.

D5.3;  4 pcs.
D7.5;  5 pcs.

+ nut M8

6-10 rows
D5.3;  4 pcs.
D7.5;  8 pcs.

Cup-headed coach screws 
M10 10.9

Twin-lug
11-12 rows
D5.3;  4 pcs.
D7.5;  8 pcs.
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Cone silos D5,3 and D7,5

Element charts for the vertical supports
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10th row9th row 11th row 12th row

Vertical supports D5.3 

6th-row

4th-row

7th-row

5th-row

8th-row

Thickness of all the 
wall element plates  
s= 1.25
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Cone silos D5,3 and D7,5
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Vertical supports and elements D7.5 
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Cone silos D5,3 and D7,5

Manhole to be installed in the wall above the cone 
(Manhole for accessing the grain space)
D5.3 silo

The wall panel with ready-made opening shall be installed in the third wall row. The manhole shall be installed 
on the inside, to the side of the silo.
A silo with 6-10 rows shall be fitted with a smaller manhole that fits an opening of 686 x 686 mm.
A silo with 11-12 rows shall be fitted with a larger manhole that fits an opening of 814 x 814 mm.

The manhole is attached using M10x25 flange bolts. The joint between the silo jacket and the manhole frame shall 
be sealed with butyl mass, to be applied between the manhole frame and the silo jacket.
When planning the work order, note that the inner sealing strip A74960 for the inner cone partly comes between 
the manhole frame and the silo jacket. If necessary, you can cut off a piece from the upper edge of A74960 to 
prevent the upper edge from obscuring the manhole bolts. (see Fig. 33 on page 33)
The manhole above the cone shall be attached to its final position at the same time with the installation of the 
sealing strip.

The manhole A75967 to be installed below the cone and the air joint shall not be installed yet, but at a later stage 
(see page 30).

Manhole at the side of the D5.3 silo

~ 
28

70
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Cone silos D5,3 and D7,5

D7.5 Silo

The openings have not been made ready in the wall panel. The opening shall be made at the height, presented 
in the drawing. The manhole shall be installed on the inside, in the side of the silo.
The D7.5 silo shall be fitted with a larger manhole, which fits an opening of 814 x 814 mm.

Note!  Do not mix up the manhole to be installed above the cone with the smaller manhole. The smaller 
manhole shall be installed below the cone.

The manhole is attached using M10x25 flange bolts. The joint between the silo jacket and the manhole frame shall 
be sealed with butyl mass, to be applied between the manhole frame and the silo jacket.
When planning the work order, note that the inner sealing strip A74960 for the inner cone partly comes between the 
manhole frame and the silo jacket. If necessary, you can cut off a piece from the upper edge of A74960 to prevent 
the upper edge from obscuring the manhole bolts. (see the Fig. Fixing the sealing strips on page 33)

The final attachment of the manhole above the cone takes place at the same time with the installation of the seal-
ing strip.

The manhole A75967 to be installed below the cone and the air joint shall not be installed yet, but at a later stage. 
(see page 30).

Manhole at the side of the D7.5 silo

~ 
34

50
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Cone silos D5,3 and D7,5

NOTE! Important measures to be observed while assembling the cone

Observe the following before completing the assembly of the silo jacket, and attaching it to the foundation:

- leave out one wall panel from the lowermost row to enable the parts to be taken inside the cone.
-  if the silo is to be emptied using a chain conveyor or a screw conveyor, the conveyor shall be installed inside 

the silo at the desired location on the centre-line.Doing so makes it possible to locate the cone legs in a position 
where they do not interfere with the conveyor. The maximum width of the conveyor's pipe frame in the D5.3 silo 
is 530 mm and in the D7.5 silo 510 mm.

 
- Install the cone inside the silo before attaching the silo jacket to the foundation.

- Tie down the jacket to e.g concrete weights, using load-binding straps at appropriate intervals, to ensure that 
the silo will stay in position, although it has not yet been attached to the concrete foundation.

Lower conveyor line of D5.3 viewed from above 

Chain conveyor
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Cone silos D5,3 and D7,5
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Cone silos D5,3 and D7,5

Lower conveyor line of D7.5 viewed 
from above

Chain conveyor
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Cone silos D5,3 and D7,5

Assembling the cone

The drawings in this manual, with no specific indication about the diameter of the silo, are presenting the D5.3 silo.
The D7.5 silo shall be assembled according to the same principle, but in it the sector plate of the lower part shall be 
joined with the sector plate of the upper part before installing the next sector plates. No sealing mastic is required 
for the assembly.
The support consoles A76071, the sector beam, the legs and the centre attachment shall be installed first. 

Install the support console A76071 in the same position with the vertical support for the silo jacket. Determine the 
correct installation height of the console by checking the distance between the rolls in the drawings. (See the up-
per drawing on pages 23 and 30 for D5.3 silo:lower drawing on pages 23 and 30 for silo D7.5). Attach the support 
console to the silo jacket using M10x30 flange bolts: 8 pcs/bracket.  Join the support console, silo jacket and 
the vertical support extension together using bolts. (see drawing Attaching the support console to the jacket 
on page 23)

Fix the sector beams to the centrepiece and to the legs using M12 bolts. Do not tighten the bolts yet at this stage. 
Assemble the parts proceeding clockwise. If you are using a grain screw or a chain conveyor, note that the con-
veyor line must go symmetrically between the vertical supports of the silo jacket to provide sufficient space for the 
vertical legs of the cone. (see the drawing First stages of cone installation on page 22)

First stages of cone installation 
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Flange nut M10

Vertical support 
extension

M10x30 Flange bolt 8.8 
50 Nm

Vertical support

A76071

A76071

Post

NOTE! This drawing illustrates the D5.3 silo. The vertical support 
extension and the support console are differently positioned in the 
D7.5 silo. See page 30.

Install the sector plates on top of the sector beams. Do not yet install the uppermost and the lowermost bolts for 
the sector plates at this stage. Use cup-heades screws for fixing the sector plates. Do not tighten the bolts until all 
the legs and the sector plates are in place. Before completing the assembly of the cone, lift the remaining parts 
inside, and install the last wall panel for the silo.

Note!
The manhole shall be installed in the lower part of the silo (below the cone) before installing the last wall panel. 
(See drawings on pages 25, 30)  

Attaching the support console to the jacket 
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Note!
The manhole to be installed above the cone must absolutely 
be attached by all the attachment holes in the manhole frame.

Manhole to be installed in the wall below the cone

Make an opening of 686x686 mm in the wall. Install the manhole on the inside to the side of the silo, and do not 
forget to use sealing mastic. Fix the manhole using M10 bolts: place washers under the caps of the nuts and bolts. 
(See drawings on page 30)

Inlet air joint to be installed under the cone (included only in the setup of ventilated silo)

The inlet air joint shall be installed in the same manner as the manhole below the cone.

The frames, which are located below the cone, shall be fixed 
using M10 bolts. 
16 pcs./frame.
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D5.3
The joint seam at the vertical leg of the 
centrepiece
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The inner legs (A76068) are installed at intervals, illustrated in the drawing. The inner legs shall be attached to 
every second horizontal beam (A76066). At the conveyor opening there are two horizontal beams, one after the 
other, which shall be left without vertical leg. The total amount of inner vertical legs (A76068) is 6 pcs. The spacing 
between the vertical legs shall be the same, no matter whether there will be a conveyor or not. The joint seam of 
the centrepiece (A76072) must be positioned at one of the vertical legs.

D5.3

look pages 31, 33
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D7.5

Place the joint seam of the centrepiece A76086 in a posi-
tion, where the beam A76078 is attached to the vertical leg 
A76080

Nut M10
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D7.5

The inner legs (A76080) shall be installed at intervals, illustrated in the drawing. The inner legs shall be attached to 
every second horizontal beam (A76078). At the conveyor opening there are three horizontal beams, one after the 
other, which shall be left without vertical leg. The total amount of inner vertical legs (A76080) is 8 pcs. The spacing 
between the vertical legs shall be the same, irrespective whether there will be a conveyor or not. The joint seam 
of the centrepiece (A76086) must be positioned at one of the vertical legs. If there is no vertical leg at the joint, the 
seam between the support beams A76084 shall be reinforced using the piece A76085.

look pages 31, 33
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D5.3 silo, manholes

D7.5 silo, manholes
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Connecting the centre cone and the knife shutter

After having tightened the bolts of the cone, install the centre cone using cup-headed screws, and the knife shutter 
using a grain pipe band.
The delivery of the silo with cone includes a reducer of D200 for connecting the grain screw. 

A76073  D5.3
A76087  D7.5

D250
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Attaching the ready-assembled silo to the foundation

The foot plate A76102, by which the silo jacket shall be attached to the concrete foundation, shall be attached to 
the lowest vertical supports of the silo jacket. Note! The foot plates must be attached to the vertical struts of 
the silo before lowering!

Attach the foot plates to the concrete foundation using M16x140 expansion anchors, 1 anchor/plate. Drill a D16 
hole, 140mm deep for the expansion anchors. Clean the drilled hole before installing the anchor. Ensure that the 
concrete foundation has had time to become sufficiently hard after the casting to provide firm attachment of the 
anchors.
The expansion anchors are included in the basic screw package delivery for the silo (106050 for the D5.3, 106060 
for the D7.5 silo). The foot plate can also be attached using a M16 chemical anchor.

Note! Each anchor must be able to withstand a pull of 10kN and a shear force of 10kN.

Expansion anchor M16x140

Foot plate A76102

Flange bolt M10x30
Flange nut M10

Seal the lower skirt of the silo jacket using the sealing strip A76101. Attach the sealing strip to the silo jacket by 
the hole row in the jacket using M10 bolts and to the concrete using 5x35 nail plugs. Apply butyl mass between 
the sealing strip and the concrete as well as between the sealing strip and the silo jacket to achieve sufficient 
tightness. Insert the screws at the vertical struts from the inside and place three washers under the cap to prevent 
the bolt tip from pressing against the support.

Note! 
The sealing strip should be installed even if the silo lacks the ventilation function, as the strip supports the lower 
edge of the jacket against vertical loading.

Attachment of the foot plate to the concrete foundation

Note!
The foot plates must be attached to the vertical supports of the silo 
before the lowering of the silo!
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The upper edge of the strip comes between the man-
hole frame and the silo jacket

A74960

A74960

A76101

M10x25

Nail plug 5x35

5.5x19

M10 10.9
65 Nm

The cone must be sealed against the jacket of the silo using edge framework. Install the edge framework on the 
cone, and drill a hole in the wall panel. When fixing the edge framwork to the wall panel, it is important to pro-
ceed systematically, and tighten the bolts as the drilling of the holes advances. As soon as you have fixed the 
edge framework to the wall panels, fix the skirt of the framwork to the sector plates using drill screws. 
The places for the uppermost holes in the sector plates shall be drilled in the edge framework, and fix 
the plates using M10 cup-headed screws. Be careful not to press the segment plate of the cone too firmly 
down at the centre when installing the skirt strip, as the deformation may bounce back during filling of the silo, 
and damage the attachment of the skirt strip.

Attachment of the sealing strips

Refer also to the model-specific assembly drawing of the silo and the model-specific standardised struc-
tural drawing of the silo bottom.

Note! The deviation from level of the concrete foundation must not exceed +3 mm.

M10 washers on the outside 
of the silo jacket
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Finally, install the ladder (see Instructions 408040).
Make a hole in the jacket plate of the silo for the emptying screw, see drawing. Observe the positions of the support 
legs for the cone. Seal the lead-through using the cover plates A76120. Support the screw conveyor, for example, 
by means of wire ropes, as illustrated in the drawing.
All the lead-throughs, including the one for the chain conveyor, the screw conveyor, or any other purpose, must 
be sealed.
Any leaking point will reduce the operating efficiency of the ventilated bottom.
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Ready-assembled silo with screw conveyor

Upward gradient of the screw 
conveyor:

- Silo D5.3  37,5°
- Silo D7.5  30 °
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Low cone (special model)

The special low cone is only available for the D5.3m diameter silo.

The low cone is not available with ventilated bottom.

In the low cone, the screw conveyor is installed above the cone.

- See how to fix the lifting lugs on page 14.

- See how to fix the sealing strips on page 15.

- See how to attach the console to the jacket on pages 22, 23. However, in the low cone, the console shall be 
positioned vertically as shown on page 45.

- See how to fix the sealing strips on page 33.
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A76707  603kg

Smaller components have been
packed inside the manhole (7)

D5,3 sector beams; low cone (special model) 

Low cone (special model); delivery packages
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See the content of the screw pack on page 9

See the content of the screw pack on page 41  

Part Item ID Item name Pcs. Weight

1 A76066 ROUND SILO VENT CONE SECTOR BEAM D5,3 M18 CE 14 16,21

2 A76694 ROUND SILO  VENT CONE LOW LEG OUTER D5,3 M21 CE 14 4,73

3 A76695 ROUND SILO  VENT CONE LOW LEG INNER D5,3 M21 CE 6 1,42

4 A76070 ROUND SILO  VENT CONE SUPPORT INNER D5,3 M18 CE 14 2,98

5 A76069 ROUND SILO  VENT CONE SUPPORT OUTER D5,3 M18 CEE 14 4,88

6 A76071 ROUND SILO  VENT CONE SUPPORT CONSOLE D5,3 M18 CE 14 2,86

7 A75967 ROUND SILO  MANHOLE  D5,3 - D7,5 CE 1 38,72

8 A76072 ROUND SILO  VENT CONE HUB D5,3 M18 CE 2 7,19

9 A76697 ROUND SILO  VENT CONE LOW SUPPORT BEAM D5,3 M21 CE 6 1,83

10 A76698 ROUND SILO  VENT CONE LOW SUPPORT BEAM D5,3 M21 CE 2 3,26

11 A76696 ROUND SILO  VENT CONE LOW BOTTOM PLATE D5,3 M21 CE 1 20,14

12 A76699 ROUND SILO  VENT CONE LOW JOINT PLATE D5,3 M21 14 0,62

13 A76700 ROUND SILO  VENT CONE LOW COVER PIPE SUPP A D5,3 M21 CE 2 2,63

14 A76701 ROUND SILO  VENT CONE LOW COVER PIPE SUPP B D5,3 M21 CE 2 2,31

15 A76090 SCREW PACKAGE 5,3 INNER CONE M18 1 12,4

16 300410 SEAL MASS BUTYL LIGHT GREY 1 0

17 408155 MANUAL CONE SILO D5,3-D7,5 M18 1 0,26

18 690210 TENSION BAND OF ROUND SILO COVER PLATE  32145 2 2,69

19 A76702 ROUND SILO  VENT CONE LOW COVER PIPE FASTENER A D5,3 M21 CE 1 0,49

20 A76703 ROUND SILO  VENT CONE LOW COVER PIPE FASTENER B D5,3 M21 CE 1 0,49

21 A76704 ROUND SILO  VENT CONE LOW COVER PIPE FASTENER C D5,3 M21 CE 1 0,51

22 A76705 ROUND SILO  VENT CONE LOW COVER PIPE FASTENER D D5,3 M21 CE 1 0,51

23 A76708 COMPLEMENTARY SCREW PACKAGE LOW CONE D5,3 M21 1 0,16
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Complementary bolt package A76708- Low cone (special model)

D5,3 Low cone (special model)

Part Item ID Denomination Quantity Unit

1 102540 BOLT HEX ZN 8.8     12X40 AM DIN933 10 pcs.

2 102250 BOLT HEX ZN 8.8     10X40 AM DIN933    58 pcs.

3 102200 BOLT HEX ZN 8.8     10X20 AM DIN933        53 pcs.

4 104270 COACH SCREW CUP HEAD 10X25 AM ISO 7380 10.9 10 pcs.

5 110570 NUT M12 ZN 8 DIN934             10 pcs.

6 110560 NUT M10 ZN 8 DIN934 121 pcs.

7 107523 DRILL SCREW 6HEX   5,5X19 ZN DIN7504-K 31 pcs.

8 111550 WASHER ZN M10 DIN 125 48 pcs.

A76706  663kg

Part Item ID Denomination Pcs. Weight

1 A74960 ROUND SILO  VENT CONE EDGE FRAMEWORK D5,3 D7,5 M14 6 4,62

2 A76693 ROUND SILO  VENT CONE LOW SECTOR PLATE  D5,3 M21 CE 14 41,1
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Low cone (special model); assembly

Low cone D5.3  (special model)

The joint seam at the vertical leg of 
the centrepiece

Assembly of bottom plate and support beams for bottom plate:
Joining: with M10x25 bolts + nuts (included in the bolt package A76708) 
Tightening torque: 50Nm

There are in total 6 inner legs A76695, so each horizontal beam will not be provided with an inner leg. The mu-
tual distance of the inner legs A76695 shall be as illustrated in the drawing. The joining seam of the centrepiece 
(A76072) must be positioned at one of the vertical legs.  
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Low cone D5.3  (special model)
see page 33
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Low cone D5.3 (special model ); Hatches and pipe connections

The manhole plate below the cone is not pressure-proof.
Pressurising the lower space causes a dangerous situation and is therefore strictly 
forbidden!! A silo with low cone cannot be equipped with a blower

Manhole hatch to be installed above the cone (in the grain space) (low cone; special model)

D5,3 silo

The wall panel with ready-made opening shall be installed in the third wall row. The manhole shall be installed
on the inside, to the side of the silo.
A silo with  4… 9 rows shall be fitted with a smaller manhole that fits an opening of 686 x 686 mm.
A silo with  9…11 rows shall be fitted with a larger manhole that fits an opening of 814 x 814 mm.

The manhole is attached using M10x25 flange bolts. The joint between the silo jacket and the manhole frame shall
be sealed with butyl mass, to be applied between the manhole frame and the silo jacket.
When planning the work order, note that the inner sealing strip A74960 for the inner cone partly comes between
the manhole frame and the silo jacket. If necessary, you can cut off a piece from the upper edge of A74960 to
prevent the upper edge from obscuring the manhole bolts. (see Fig. 33 on page 33)
The manhole above the cone shall be attached to its final position at the same time with the installation of the
sealing strip.

Installation of the manhole hatch A75967 under the cone. 
See drawing on page 45. Also see page 25.

Low cone D5.3 (special model ); Hatches and pipe connections
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Low cone D5.3 (special model); Protective tubes for screw conveyor

Note! The handedness of the left and right
brackets (parts 7 and 8) is different

Note! The handedness of the left and right
 brackets (parts 7 and 8) is different

The 14th hole from the 
bottom of the cone section
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Part Item ID Item Name Pcs.
1 690450 ROUND SILO CONVEYOR INLET 22308 D3,8-7,5 1
2 A71904 ROUND SILO SCREW CONVEYOR AUGER CASING PI L=1750 1
3 A71905 ROUND SILO SCREW CONVEYOR AUGER CASING PI L=2000 1
4 A76700 ROUND SILO VENT CONE LOW  COVER PIPE SUPP A D5,3 M21 2
5 A76701 ROUND SILO VENT CONE LOW  COVER PIPE SUPP B D5,3 M21 2
6 690210 TENSION BAND OF ROUND SILO COVER PLATE  32145 2
7 A76702 ROUND SILO VENT CONE LOW COVER PIPE FASTENER A D5,3 M21 1
8 A76703 ROUND SILO VENT CONE LOW COVER PIPE FASTENER B D5,3 M21 1
9 A76704 ROUND SILO VENT CONE LOW COVER PIPE FASTENER C D5,3 M21 1
10 A76705 ROUND SILO VENT CONE LOW COVER PIPE FASTENER D D5,3 M21 1 torque
11 102540 BOLT HEX ZN 8.8   12X40 AM DIN933 8 80 Nm
12 110570 NUT M12 ZN 8 DIN934                 8
13 102250 BOLT HEX  ZN 8.8   10X40 AM DIN933  54 50Nm
14 104270 COACH SCREW CUP HEAD 10X25 AM ISO 7380 10.9 8 65Nm
15 110560 NUT M10 ZN 8 DIN934 62
16 111550 WASHER ZN M10 DIN 125 46

Included in the bolt package A76708
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Electric installations

SERVICING

GUARANTEE TERMS

Assign a skilled electrician to the installations of the electric appliances.

- Tighten any loosened screws.
- Clean the cooling ribs of the electric motors and the air impeller at least once a month.

The guarantee period for Antti silos is one (1) operating season. The guarantee covers defects in material and 
workmanship. Separate guarantee terms issued by the respective importer apply to the electric motors. A pre-
requisite for validity of the guarantee is that the instructions, given by the manufacturer, and the valid regulations 
are followed during the installation, operation and maintenance work on the unit. 

A prerequisite for validity of the product guarantee is that the components and control systems used are ap-
proved by Antti-Teollisuus. 

All matters related to the guarantee shall be agreed upon with the manufacturer before any action is taken.
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Compensation under the guarantee

The guarantee covers repair or replacement of faulty parts, as deemed appropriate by the manufacturer. The 
guarantee covers neither consequential losses caused by breakdown of the appliance nor the labour, travel 
or daily allowances which are incurred as a result of replacing any parts.
The guarantee does not cover the assembly and adjustment of the machinery.
A prerequisite for validity of the product guarantee is that the control system and the components used are 
approved by Antti-Teollisuus.

Restrictions

Compensation under the guarantee will not be made in the following cases:

1. If the reason for the defect is normal wear, abnormal operating conditions, incorrect installation, inadequate 
servicing, carelessness or unintended use.

2. The defect has resulted from incorrect voltage or any other disturbance in the electrical supply network.
3. The defect has resulted from a thunderstorm, fire, flooding or any other external factor.
4. The defect has resulted from water or other contaminants in the fuel or from the use of fuel not suitable for 

the burner.
5 If the user has modified the appliance or attached additional equipment to it without the consent of the manu-

facturer, or if the pre-set fixed values of the limiting devices have been changed.

Claiming for compensation

1. The manufacturer and distributor must be notified of the defect in writing without delay.
2. The make, type and serial number, as well as the date of delivery/putting into operation of the machine, must 

be stated.
3. Upon request, the faulty part or appliance must be delivered to the guarantor without delay. 
 If the part is not returned, the guarantor is entitled to invoice for the replacement part.
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EU Declaration of Conformity

ANTTI-TEOLLISUUS OY
Koskentie 89
FIN-25340 KANUNKI
Tel.: +358 2 744700

declares that

CONE SILOS

conform with the provisions of the following directives:

-   Machine Directive 2006/42/EY

 

Kuusjoki 06.02.2018

Kalle Isotalo
Managing Director


